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PUBLIC PROGRAM: Cell Phone Video Screening, Sept. 24

CHECKLIST

Maiju Ahlgren
2008 (1:09) – A light rain during a walk through the city

Brian Alfred
2008 (:20) – The sun setting over New York City

Anonymous
2008 (:12) – Illegal handbag sellers on the streets of New York

Dave Bennett
2007 (:31) – A short video from the New Brunswick train station

Dmitry Bulnygin
2005 (:51) – The taping of a UFO movie in the Moscow streets

Sean Capone
2007 (1:32) – Excerpts from an Art Parade
2008 (1:48) – A traveling street art group performs
2008 (:31) – A man throwing a fit on the sidewalk
2008 (:22) – A Christmas tree blowing in the wind down a city street

Pierre Yves Clouin
2008 (:51) – Smoke rises from a city street

Dariah Dorosh
2006 (:20) – An overhead shot of a crowded station

Juliana Forero
2008 (1:48) – A street party trying to sell phones
2008 (:15) – A pigeon walking in the shadows of a tree
2008 (1:00) – A man walks down the street playing music and then disappears
2008 (:12) – Children waving to passing cars
2008 (:25) – An educational show to teach children fire safety

Marcus Hansson
2007 (:31) – A religious procession filmed from above
2007 (:14) – A guy doing his bit in a band
2008 (0:08) – Children on a street corner taking pictures
2007 (:31) – A man waiting on a train station
2008 (1:12) – A man walking on the sidewalk
2008 (:08) – Children waving to passing cars
2008 (1:00) – A man walks down the street playing music and then disappears

Kristen Jensen
2008 (1:00) – A man walks down the street playing music and then disappears
Alex Katsenelinboigen
2008 (:32) – Video monitor on a New York subway platform. A figure appears momentarily and disappears

Mollie Murphy
2008 (:29) – A Chinatown gutter
(:35) – Reflections of people talking in a mirror
(:45) – A boy faces a shelf in a store

Wayne Pyle
2008 (:25) – Wacky wild flailing inflatable arm man

Wendy Richmond
2005 (:14) – Cars passing on a New York City street in front of a large billboard

Kathryn Sabatini
2008 (:30) – A woman tries to secretly capture a man dancing on the street
2008 (:30) – A still view of two pigeons overlooking 14th Street
2008 (:19) – A view of a subway floor

Reza Safavi
2008 (1:05) – Video of the Lewiston, Idaho, rodeo

Ronan Sharkey
2008 (:16) – An ongoing anti-war protest on O’Connel street in Dublin outside the G.P.O (general post office)

Rudy Shepherd
2008 (:57) – Video of a 4 year old swirling round and round on a weird new piece of playground equipment up in Harlem
(:48) – Protest in support of the Jena 6 in SoHo Manhattan

Vitamin Green
2008 (:46) – Commuters of a train are exposed to guerilla green art
2008 (6:51) – Commuters of a train are exposed to guerilla green art

Linda Weiss
2008 (:15) – Night time street shot at Berlin Alexanderplatz
2008 (:15) – Night time shot looking up at the tower of Berlin Alexanderplatz
2008 (:15) – Night time shot of the fountain at Berlin Alexanderplatz
2008 (:15) – Inside the train station at Berlin Alexanderplatz